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New Contract Expands the Canadian DND Air Traffic Control Training Capability
Orlando, Florida (February 18, 2008) - Adacel, an industry leader in software integration,
simulation development and speech recognition technology, announced details today about the
Canadian Defence contract valued at around $900,000 (Cdn) awarded to Adacel in late 2007.
Adacel will manage the program from the Company’s facilities in Montreal, Canada. Under the
terms of the contract with the Canadian Department of National Defence (DND) Adacel’s
Montreal operations will supply an additional 360 degree MaxSim tower simulation system to
augment DND’s ATC training capabilities. The simulator will be installed at the Canadian Forces
School of Aerospace Control Operations (CFSACO) co-located at the Nav Canada Training and
Conference Centre in Cornwall, Ontario.
The new simulator will join an existing Adacel 360 degree MaxSim tower previously purchased by
DND and recently upgraded to Adacel’s benchmark PC based visual system and state-of-the-art
voice technologies. This will raise the total to five MaxSim towers installed at the complex in
Cornwall; the other three with Nav Canada the national air traffic service provider for Canada.
“We are very proud that the Canadian military continues to entrust Adacel with providing the
simulation capability so critical to training their next generation of operational air traffic
controllers,” said Fred Sheldon, Adacel’s CEO North America. “With the close association of the
Canadian and United States airspaces we are indeed gratified to supply our MaxSim tower
simulation system to the entire group of national military and civilian ATC service providers on
both sides of the border.”
Mr Sheldon said Adacel’s high fidelity tower simulation systems are now in use by the Canadian
Forces and Nav Canada as well as the United States Air Force, Army, Navy and Marines and the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Adacel has delivered and actively supports more than
125 tower systems deployed with these agencies at their respective training academies and
many operational airports. This number will increase with the latest DND acquisition and as the
FAA exercises its intent to deploy simulators to key operational hubs throughout the USA under
another contract awarded to Adacel in December 2007.
It is really no surprise that Adacel was named the “Best Simulator Provider” by an independent
international poll conducted by ATM magazine in 2007.
About Adacel
Adacel (ASX: ADA) is a global software technology and systems integrator. The company is a
leading developer of critical aviation, speech recognition, and defence simulation and security
systems for government and commercial enterprises. Support services are available for all
products including full-time, on-site operation and maintenance.
Adacel was established in 1987. The company’s products can be found in many of the world’s
leading aviation entities, both civilian and military. Adacel’s North American operations are
headquartered in Orlando, Florida and the Company has offices in Washington, D.C., Montreal
Canada, and Melbourne, Australia.

For more information visit the company’s website at www.adacel.com.
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